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We seem to be preo&cupied today with a doncern for the,future.

There has been a proliferation of
publications/

ldealing with the future
.1*

over the past .few years. There are many films dealing with the ftture.

Centers Yor the study of the future have Veen established, More and

more professional meetings. follow the t eme of the future. BdoS
'

have been written. Study commissions' have been formed. Concern for

the future is pervasive:

It's not so mutt' that we haven't been concerned about the future

In the past. We have always Nooked.ahead andtried to estimate

whatis around the next corner. Future orientation has usually been

based on the next two to five years. (How many 5-year plans have, been
0 .

created for deyeloping nations ?) The new emphasis, hOwever, looks

at the future
,
as ten or more years away. The year 2000 is mentioned

with some frequency.

To consider..the future of one discrete field, such as library

and information science, is b coming increasingly difficult. There

are too many societal variables which impinge upon the field to look

at it in'isolation.' On the surface it might seem simple to estimate
4

\ what'new inventions appear to be on the horizon, e.g., drugs to en-

\hence learning, improved computer-access, and lasers. The simplistic

application is to ask what implications each new development might have

"I.

fok libraries:
'\

-... .

\ L
This approach' would be a serious error in my opinion. Someone

once said the road to helf is paved with good inventions. Perhapd
,

.

4-

Paper presented at 'the North Carolina L'brary Associa ion Hiennial
Conference, Winston-Salem, North Carol' a, October 7, 1977.
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wehave emphasized things first and diminjhed tlic importance of people

.

.,

, and .priOcesses. Perhaps we have been reactive rather than proactive.
s ', .q. -... .

r I h
' 1 A reactive person is one to:whom something haS happened and does some-

, . 4,

thing about, it but a proactive'person is one who feels that. something

,

is about to happtn and does.something before it appears. The reactive
. , .. , .

, /
person adjusts to the situation in which he or she finds himself while

,

, .

the proactive person helps to shape the situation in which he or she
.

wants to find himself.A®

This-Paper is concerried with helping proactive people prepare.
, .

for the future. We.first consider the future society; then the

process' of change; and finally what of this.imeans for libraries.

The Context
It

liefore we consider libraries as a specific institution-We must
,

.
i .

i

,

consider the society n
.

findfind ourselves. To predict the

future of libearies without the perspective of the societal context is. '

q.
like wearing blinders. Therefqre, We will review several.broad future

projections.
tt..

Mc'PurpOse is at to predict the future. No arson or grouR,can .V%

do tilt. My purpose is simply to help us all to recognize the changes

that ,are occurring to help bring about `t 'kirid of Anderstandin4 that
.

may render the changes less painful; to am Ofphazards along the

and to attempt a few gliitipses4f What t futiite coUlpipb0 if we wouid;

but help to create it:

0 0

Prophecies have a tendency to be 0.f-fulfilling.' Predict good

.things and they'May come true. A4er all, soothsayers are literally

°

a
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truth- sayers. Some people may ask, "WIIY try to predict the unpredictable?"

Unless we make predictions about the future, our on and others, we

have no way to turn,.no route to trvei.,,no.map,to follow.
:

I

First of afl, we should realize that/thOre is noleinlle future,

'

. .

,
but alternative futures. - "The future" ins a collective term, the com- .

$ ------,_ --
bined futures of all individuals. If xou change one ifdividual, you

,
\

1

- I

change the future. The future is what you..make it. If\ou wait for

to future to happen to you, you deserve the'fate'which'you receive.

i Looking at the Future

What stance should we take as we confront thefutnre? There .

are a variety of approaches which may be used.

1. The Passive Observer L this individual sits back and lets
?,*

,

the future happen to him. the passive observer ke els adapt-

able to any situation in which he,finds :himself. His motto:

"Oue'sera, sera."

2. The,Extrapolator,7.this individual puts her finger to the

wind.twoor three times and onthat basis draws the curve.

Even .though the data are based on discrete events she feels

safe in making the projections. The most frequent result is
.

P.
more of the sante. Her motto :' "Bigger is better.",

3. The Crystal Ball Gazer - this individual is usual* creative
. .

and comes up with fantasies of the future. Science fiction

writers fit tgis category.= The crystal ball gazer is. a

future historian who prepares scenariosfor 1985-and 2001.

$
t,

C.

%.

1
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6

There is just enthighttruth to make his projections seem very

o,
. pladsib1e. Hit theme song is "Fly.Me,to the.Mobn." -.

c

,

4. The SynthCsizer of /ndidators - this person carefully studies

.
.

.related developments
,,

in science,.technologrand society and.:
. ,

*

mmake's estima4s of future cultures. T he fields'of social

psychology and anthropology contribute to this catego5k

Motto: "The future isn't what it used ,to be."

5. "The Scientific (o Pseddo-Scientific) iArestigator - this, per-.

.son uses accepted research methodologies to come up with her

'forecasts. The Delphi technique is the sina quo non-for gather-

, ing data but othet "accepted" approadhes are used. Her motto: -

"When you -don't' know.what to do, gather data."
6

The\ proactive Participant -;is really quite different from the

previous typls. The proaCtive participant,is one who would

heiP to make the future happen. This person is able to set
.

0
goals'apd'deliberately move toward them. The proactive partici-

\

.

pant is the exact,Opposite of the passive observer. Motto: "If

you an't find a way, Ill make one."

MyhoPe that each of you will embrace the approach' of the pr

active participant. It is imperative that each of us remembers that

individual is esponsible for what* happens `A the future, noomatter what

has happened i 'the past.

1939 is a far in'the pastas 2015 is'in the future. But the simple
. .

review of 38 years in the past and prediction of';38 years in the future

is ap erroneoqs approach to predicting future changes. It e accelera-

'
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tion of change whiCh will pack-so muchmore into the 'next 38 years'
. .

than in:the past 38. Futurists do not look at potential new inventions

icut.rather trie'rate of invention. Things are moving. faster. The rate',

of change is'so rapid that We do riot possess the ability to relate.

1.
the new to Our past experiences. Unless we are preAgred_to,cope with

t
,-.

these changes, we will.retreat'into the status quo shell and wither.

Carl Rogers ays that man's greatest problem in the future is "how much

II a

bilnge the human being can accept, absorb and assimilate, and the rate

) 4

at-which he can take itt"

, What does all of this have to.do with libraiies.and society? It

has a lot to do with our concerns% Unless we can rise altove our mun-__ .
A

dane, day -today problem s and log& ahead toward where we are going and

how we're going to get there, we will be condemned to ride the eternal

exprcycle - peddling fast and furious , but not getting anywhere.

We need to look not only at the future bu .at alternative futures.

If we can define the future as .we Would ike it to be, and keep- the
.

options open for new developments, we can become masters over our own

destiny'rather than accepting whatever happens and trying to cope with

it.

o -- Where do we e in?g

Thinking About the Future

The very/thought of th- future is a mind, blower if you 14.Sten to

those whose feet already/seem tobe in the-ns century.

\

Begin with futurethinking. How do we get old of the ability to'

think orward26.nyone who attempts topredictth future is at once an

7
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a

expert and fool. . Who is right? We are not-piivilegedsto know
.1,

until the future eecomes the present. But if we,could orient ourselves.

.

to a future stance, we would bd "in tune Y to pick up those 'indicators

which point to possible futures. Charles Kettering once said, "My

4interest is in the fUture because I'm g9ing to spend the rest ofMY

life there."
*

. .i*

Toffler and others have presented the concept of 800 lifetimes.

... if the last 50,000 years of Marts existence wee divided
into lifetimes of approximately 62 years each, there have.
been 800 such lifetimes. Of these 800, fully 650.were spent
in cgves. ,Only during the last 70 lifetimestas it been -.-

podsible to communicate effectively from one lifetiMe to
another - as writing made it possible to do. Only during the
last 6 lifetimes did masses of. men ever see a printed word.
Only during thelast.4 has it been-possiblp tcialled.sure
time with any precision. Only in the las472 has anyone used
an electric motor. And the overwheIMIngemajority of all the
material goods we use in daily life today have been develop-
edwithin,the .present, the'800th,.lifetime.

Assumptions Abo t the Future

.44

inking about the future there are several assumptions which

will serve as points of departure. '1

:

1. We have never experienced change in the history of mankind

the rate or .the intensity or with the consequences which we

now confront. We must be interested in the future because there

is relatively little, in the. past that is useful in coping

-.4

with change. The static -ways and static guidelines which have

4,

`

dominated history are not sufficient for the future.

2. , We are rapidly runnini out pf lead time in relation teethe

changes about- us. We have run out of lead time in matters of

pollution, 15opUlation control, energy and other matteri.---The

8

tr
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potential failureis one.ct will, not of knowledge and skills.

3. There are few viable; useful, institutiona l, social o r value

i"

systems from the past which ,should beperpetuated, We are
- '

face -to-face_with innovating or perishing. .11111his the most

uncomfortable assumption. Whatever there is from the past may

be usefulas a resource, but not as a guideline. We are forced.to be innovative if we are to have a present, let .elone a
Inture.

The children of todaware better prepared to live ih-our presfnt
4

and future society than areftlieir elders. This means,that they

know-more-, not necessarily that -they' teve- experienced more.-

ConSequences of-he Assumptions

If we can suspend judgment tok-a feW moments we can consider the

consequences of these assumptions.

1., Many of the assumptions with which we operatfe. on a day-to-day

basis ake inaccurate: This means the thingS e belieye to

be true about society, about.people and about the wbD.d need

to be altered'..

2. We carry within us poteritially irrelevant valde systems. Some

'N
tv

...
.,

--

of. our values no.longei apply relation to the neighborhood
.. , . .

in which= we five, the family-of-which we ,are a part and" the in-'

.
stitutions of which we are a part - like the colleges and Schoblspart

1 . .
. .

which base their curricula and calendar on the society of 75

years ago. .

3. These assumptions -also skirt-some,Pf the

°

4
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relating to the purpose of man. For ,example, what condifion'S'
-), .

) imust be'established to help individual develop their ful.Lest

potential in world that has not yet learned how t9 feed,

clothe, shelter and educatetwo-fhirds of its
.

people? Arnold

.

.

'

. .

Tbynbee helps to highlight the concern which these assumptions

don't seem to'iouch: " tat is the true-.epd of' Map? 'Is it..,
,

c.
1

to populate,the arth w:th the maximum number of human beings ...

.1
or is it to enable humak beings to lead the best 'Auld of life

e I. e ' .- .
)

,...' V

that
,,

the SPkritual limitations-of human' nature allow?" , .

Contemporary Firsts

The aMbigOify of the crystal hal] is always unseftting,so a look

A some contemporary "firsts" - things that have happened within one

lifetime - might help us to gain some perspective. Within that'period

-we have brought about such momentous cqriges that no other generation

has ever had to deal with these fac4iV

. .

1. The speed of change . . 6000 years ago the came.travelled.'r

Oat 8 mph; 3000 years later - the horse-drawn charibt.moved

at 20 mph; 5000 years later (1?84) the AoyalEngliSh r il Coach

1825 the steam;-`

1880-that the

'steam locomotive reached a speed of'100 iph.It 1931-the
. \

air-

a

reached, le 'magnificent speed

7

locomative wentc12 mph but it

of 10, mph

was not pdti

7,-

plane flew at 400 mph; 30 years laterAit exceeded,800 mph; and--

10 years liter - '18,000 mph.

2. The growth of knowledge 500 AD .Europe was producing

1000 titles of books per -year. That means,that it would take
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4.

a full century to'produce a typicalsmall town library with

100,000 books. ,By 1950, we were producing 120,000 titles per

.year. (1p,006 a month). We could 'produce,. therefore, abqut

10qguch libraries'in.a century. 'What used to take a century.

now took 10 mo?itJs. By 1960 we could produce that many titles

in 7 1/2 months and by 1965 we were prdOcing.1000 titles per
o --

day.

3. Change Z.f urban living In 1850'there were four cities ,in

the world with a population of one million or more; by 1900,

there were'19; by 1960 there were 141. Imagine all the big.,

-,,cities of the world,.NeW York, LoS-Angeles,-LondonMadridr-NeW

Delhi, Manila - if we could hold the, population of those cities:

where theyare today, ,we would need ti0 o build' a ,clew city for

*t.z.

each'one of them in 11 years.just to_keep up with the population

growth* (The 1970 census showed that Los Angeles grew at the

rate of 100,000 per year). In 1940, ,60% of the population .

was livibg in smalltowns (under 40,000'pppulation) today'20%

live there: In 1940, 20% lived on the land; today it is legs ' a
'Mk&

than 5%. Cities have been with us for 5,000 years, urban centers
_,

fou 30 years.
40

4. There has been a change in decision-making processes from local 0

to national locales. We have become a national, society. A"7".
national, tional neIork of radio and TV exists. Sevetal newspapers

. ,

°are national in scope and periodicals further enhancp the national ,,

'comunication,picture: A local event becomes a national spectacular.

1
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Movement into a post-industrial world., We are, a service

oriented economy. -The manufacture of steel,automobkles

and,hard goods is no longer dominant. In the 1970's more

people are;employed in the education enterprise than in

the auto and steel induStries cpmbined. That isa reversal'

over 30 years ago.-

,

. We are a transient society. 30%-6f.the American population

moves each year. The person.who was born, raised, lived

.
and died in the same communftyis ararity.' The children of

today do not expect permanence nor-stability, they expect
(

\mobility..

- .-

7. This is the, first time in our /ocieey t
*

hat the young are
........ .. -- "

..

, , .
in a ma 6rity. There apil54% of "them;;' of "us."

--

6 -0

Part of the source of oontrol id in the hands of the elders.

but the source of\ the currdnt crisis is that the source of
0

control is in the hands of the elders but the source of power

f

is in the hind f the young, These are launching -pads to the
.. ,

world that is,to ome.

Libraries in the 21st Century
!

.

If libraries are going to be a reflection ofhe society in Which

they exist, then greater diversity marks_the future Of inforMation.

OSP

The interlocking, interdependent complexity of our present ,society can

cels an attetpt to claim the independence of science, or business

of libraries. To consider the future of libraries apart from the social

-

context of which they will be a partris Of little value. And so
. ,

libraries must be considered in light of all of those developments

12
..0

it
I
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which impinge upon future_eociety. 'What_are some of these factoN

' Lasers may one day see u es we-Cannot imagine. Laser' technology

is.still in it4infancy, yet vast research efforts are undewayl

Lasers are creating an exciting riew field called holography, in which

light waves from an object can be recorded on film and -later reproduced `I
/F

in mid-air as a three-dimensional "photograph." Most laper research,

however,, is, going into the eventual development of, a long -range corn

munications system, using light-waves. Many obstacles need"to beover-
,

come,first,- but the laser's unique psopepties, including highly,direct-..

ional, coherent, monochromatic light and its extremely wide frequency

range, make this use particularly. promising. Lasers may one day provide

us with instant inter-planetary television asit did from the.moon.

Humanizing machines and mechanizing humans are cross trends that
.

are sure to occur in the future; but. the extentoto which man and, machine

will be united is uncertain. COmputers exist which can learn, remember,
-- c.

4
= - .

* see, seek goals, re,son, walk,- sinq,onkey,..talk, be irritable, 6layl", 1

. i

,i_.

games, grasp,, adapt to an e onment r4 amen desigb improvementt in
x - * A ! .

-
themselves. While artificial organseMade poSsible 14 miniature electronic

, .

;components are being used in the human body/ man-like computers may

one day contain plasma circulating through .a viscera-like envelope,
, ",_

1
,

allowing them to, be self-healing.' Direct mind-machine communication

is also being explored for thetransfer of thought instead ofFrds.
.._

,

.

.k

i....

i
Experments indicate that certain chemicalsin the brain will, when

V-,

im6lantedjn another brain, trantfer-knowledge. Untrained rats have
,-,

/
,suddenly

4
perforied as if taught when injected with chemicals from the

t
brains of trained rats, and scientists believe that memory storage, in-

,
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volvihg the DNA and RNA moleculeS is the same in animals and humans.
-,0'

. f a.
6

These chemicals, perhaps in Dill form may eventual have highly
.....!, . . .

,
. .,,. .

beneficial uses. Electrical'nd chemical stimula on of brain cells

4

has also shown remarkable results in calming nervous monkeys, changing

basic needsof rats and even stopping a bull in mid-charge. These

.early efforts-may lead to-a totally new understanding of the humeri

:brain, and new means of correcting mental disorders.

Practical nuclear power sources forevery nation on earth are well

within cur technical ceDability'in this century, provided the "unfore-
. -,

y4, -

seeable" element of political ''.;1a financial support is exerted. To

answer the staggering future energy needs of the world, nuclear power

is the most efficient source known for electric-power, and could be

developed in either of two systems: small, self-contained reactors
,

could serve individual buildings and complexes,.or vast distribution

systems could be set up to draw from huge multi-megawatt nuclear plants.

Nuclear fusion, still a relatively undeveloped.field, could provide

vastienergy sources without the side effect Of radiatidn, but agreat

deal of research is Wecesery.to_make this praOtial.

'The brain's capacity for sending and receivin4 signals'thi'ough

moans other than the kngfin senses has been indicated in a number of
e

experiments. A doctor successfully transmitted Morse cody by controlled

brainwaves alone. 'The phenomenon, capable of activating a computer,

demonstrated the "sending" ability of -th.e.brain. ESP, the subject of

ektenSive,reeearch, is unlikely to become a contro/l.ed science:in this

century, but, its. potential is remarkable.

I 14
0

O
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Many scientists now believe that resistance to disease, which

-13-

declines in advancing years, allowing the onset of fatal infection

and illness is par1cially a function of heredity and therefore probably

amenable to. control by man.. Hereditary material in the cells may,-

through damage or simpldegenerationof effectiveness, gradually stop

directing these cells to-repair or-rebuild themselves: Recent under-

standingabout the nucleotides that govern.life itself may eventually

lead to our ability tointervene generically and augment or introduce

anyrOtective function in the body, perhaps adding 50 years or more

to expected lifespans.

Recent'studies'at Port Elizabeth `Xquarium in South Africa indicate

that communication in modified English can be established with dolphins.

A vocabulary of several hundred sounds has seen set up by recording

dolphin language electronically. Engligh words have also been,con-
.

verted int6 electronic sounds that dolphins can hear and "understand,"
....,, .

.

The process used is an electronid translation of tone into intensity
.s.

variation, the medium used by dolphins. It is said that dolphins' ,

--' ,

. . ...-- .

brains react 16 times faster than humans

,

but that their memory level

is lower. Similar studies on other higher primates indicate that
i .

. -
.

,

man may one day be able foi the first time to communicate in an abstract

way with the other species of life on tfiis planet. Chimpanzies have

been taught to communicate with signs used for communication with the'

The ability to control the formation of new beings fray begone of .

)

the milst basic developments of the future. Recent disc veries about the
.

t

sf

1,5

o
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nucleonic acids, the basic building blgcks of life, have led to the

belief that man'may some day be to treat genes in such a way

that desired characteristics can be realized. With "human prescriptions"

we could develop nearly any ,type of man desired - super-intelligent,

highly talented, better asble to survive in severe climates, in rarified

atmospheres of Other planets, or unde ter,'etc. -Other research .

indicates that."tissue culture' reprod ction may also become possible.

This wou1 allow a.man to have cells f om his own body placed inj.,stor7 .

age so t a complete replica of him elf could be grown from these

. cells a r lsissd'eath.

These predictions make the future look ,overly technological with

human beings serving as handmaidens the machine. Where do people

fit'into the picture? Back to Carl ogers. He points out that man's
.

greatest problem 4 "... how much, change the Inman being can accept,

I

. 7
absorb, and assimilate, and the rate at which he can take it. Can

I4

he.keep up with the ever-increasingirate of change,

point at which the humarr organism goes to pieces?" That appears to

or is there some

be the.basic question.

On Change

One of the most frequentl, used words in all the futures

literature is change. Many fu wrists see the institutionalization' of

change. To me, understanding. f the change process and the ability to

cope with it and manage it is o basic to our personal and professional

future, that it is a hollow a ercise to go further without some con-

sideration of this proCess.. i 4
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When we pursue a new goal, the result is perqeived as sufficient

if we succeed. ,When a similar goal is pursued later, we.tend tb,.

e..
' repeat our successful strategy.- We develop habits on the basis of
40. 4

4d- 'ssuccestful.strategied:. As habits form, the actions we take are less

and less open_to change. As we get older we carry our habits with us

into our future and we are less opdn to...alternative ways of behaving ,

/ -because we have an investment in our habits.
/ 1.

If.we are to have a future qualitativeli'different,from the past,,

i we must concenn ourselves with discarding our once-sufficient habits.

There can.be no alternative futures if the future is perceived as link-

ed to the past As new ideas, products, racesses and concepts con-
.

front us, our*

A central problem is - how much change the human can accept
A

it barriers inhibit consideration of ,the innovations.

assimilate andthe rate at which he can take it. Can the future

aY persop,keep pace Wit the ever-increasing rate of,technological change

' alone, or is there so point at which the human organism goes to
,ate -

but difficult for us to see the barriers in ourselves.' My filiat.boss-,

Pieces ?' Can we leave habits and static guidelines which have dominated

our past embrace new =ys - which will., be required for survival?

It- al brays seems easy; o identify those who are resisting change, g

.

often admonished me to,calm own when I observed the laglards.'0He said:
.--4_

. "Events they will die. off nd then change can begin"f . But 3f they.
L. . .

don't die - and genetic researc appears to'be,leadindto thin ihtriquing,.
. .

eventuality - how will old ideas and old babjits disappear? Will 1,34," be able
. ' W

. .

4
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to change

hold them

habits don't disappear with the demise of the people who

The Future ofthe Library

Perha we,phould acknowl dge that th re will he no single library

in the fu e - blit many libraries serving different people in different

ways in ifferent locations. Rather t to narrate the usual
:;;

litany d neFtechnologicai de elopments nd how,,each new invention may

-167,

... ' %
alter th pres t procedures an' processe of. librarianship let us

J 4

look at he trends which appear o be em- ging.
e ,

, I

1. There will be increasing access information for all people,

1 cof access will be closer t it.ividual - by telephone,

especially the informatio our society. The points
4

by television, and through n ig rhood information centers, -

for example.

2. There willbe greater diversity \rrf information sources. In-

diiriduais who seek information 11 not care if it is stored

on paper, or magnetic tape or o film. It may dame from re=

source peoPle. It may come fro

.

non-library organizations
.

r

which use library -like source for basic informatics.;

3., There will, be increased cooperation among tall age cies which
'

offer education and inforMation services Ito th people. Coalitions
. - .

I
t i

-,
/

will emerge in community enters which ,combine work', schob34
,

/.,

V government, health and i ormition services in on central lo-
,

, % 7
cation.. Libraries and schools will develop more consortia

.

i

and regional service centers that one inst,tution alone.dauld
1

. r

Jon
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n9t offer.

4. There will be greater particip

0
operation of information servic

5.

direct influehce over the type

tion offered; to each community.

services will be jointly develo

rilmnity members and will consequ

formation needs of the commun

There will be a greater will'

t

tio\ in the planning and .

s.

\.R

itizens will demand more

nd availability pf informa-

'

The goal's'for information

ed by professionals and cm-

,'

tly better reflect the'in- r

it becomes more and more integ

f

ss to employ technology as

to the various sectors of

society. But this technology tmeet.the criterion of im-

proved information services to ients. It will have to.in-

sure that the use of inforthati is capable of fostering

I self.rexiDression thus making it- se more rewarding than it is

I

today.

These are not the only trends but

for cur review todhy. Other trends sho

'The Challenge

R.a. 4.als, who-was deeply intere

com6,.once said: "The, world is heavy

I

Little did he know how heavy that Pro

Like the potentials that have b'e

r exceeded the wildest imagination
)4-

with the potent' a1 for a society whe

ey seem to be the most salient

d be considered and added to

y.

d in the shape of things to

ththe promise of greater things."

proved to be.

predicted in the past - and have

so' will our future;world be rich

. )

thequality,of life enhances mans
-..
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Th re can be deeper human relationships and lesp lonliness.

There can be a world in which man lives with technology, not by technology.

Arthur C. Clarke provides the challenge:

fa`

. ,

In th= ace between education and cata\strophe of which
H.G. ells warned us, the last laphas,,already begun.

If we Lose it, the world of 2001 will be much like our present 4
with i problems and evils and vices enlarged perhaps.
beyond endurance., But if we win, 2001 cc)uld mark the great
divide between barbarism and civilization. It is inspiring.,
to rea ize that, with some luck and much 1.r4...tylork, we

have a chance of living to see the fine" en4glif tile dark
ages: '

v \ ,,) -

,..,

I

I

a
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